Barb Holman, Executive Director
Family Abuse Shelter of Miami County, Inc.
16 East Franklin Street
Troy, Ohio 45373
23 February 2018
RE: Review of Stained Glass Windows
The Barbel Adkins Education & Activity Center
22 East Franklin Street
Troy, Ohio 45373

Barb,

Please accept this letter report that provides an overview of the findings and discussions from our
meeting with Wendy Joliet, Owner of Studio Art & Glass on Wednesday, February 21, 2018 at the
above-referenced building.
Background
Studio Art & Glass is a nationally recognized expert in stained glass restoration. They recently
completed the restoration of stained glass at Troy First United Methodist Church. They restored
stained and leaded glass windows at the Troy Masonic Building. They have also restored glass at the
Ohio State Capital, the Westcott House in Springfield, and many other projects. They have worked
with Patrick Hansford Associates on a previous project.
Our office requested Studio Art & Glass to review and provide a verbal assessment of the windows.
They are also providing a proposal to remove and restore the windows.
Studio Art & Glass Comments
Studio Art & Glass made the following observations and statements concerning the windows at Barbel
Adkins Community and Activity Center.
The windows are in extreme deterioration. All of the windows are under stress and need restoration.
They will need to be removed with the wood frame otherwise the glass panels will collapse under their
own weight due to the level of deterioration. Some of the units are falling out of their frames and are in
danger of coming completely out of their openings. One window has shifted more than two inches.

In reviewing the thickness of the lead in the windows and the commonality of deterioration of the lead
in the windows, Studio Art & Glass is of the opinion all of the windows, except the Long Window, which
is dated 1909, were installed at the same time.
Based on some of the colors used in the windows, Studio Art & Glass is attributing the stained glass to
have been manufactured by Kokomo Opalescent Glass in Indiana. Based on the artistic design of the
windows and the glass used to create the windows, Studio Art & Glass is of the opinion the windows
were created in the late nineteenth century to early twentieth century.
Studio Art & Glass made several strongly worded statements that several of the windows were in
grave danger of falling out of their openings. If this were to occur, the windows would be shattered by
the fall and Studio Art & Glass would not be able to repair or restore any window that would sustain
that level of destruction.
Patrick Hansford Associates Research and Comments
Based on Studio Art & Glass’s comments, our office conducted further research.
Patrick Hansford Associates contacted Kokomo Opalescent Glass. They stated they were founded in
1888. During their early years of production, they would have only sold colored glass to makers/artists
of stained glass windows. If by chance an artist or studio mark is found on the windows, then Kokomo
Opalescent Glass could review their historic ledgers and determine when the glass was sold to that
artist.
In an effort to narrow the time line of the installation of the windows into the former Trinity Episcopal
Church, our office reviewed the existing information at our disposal. Prior to the two small wood frame
entry additions being added to the building sometime between 1892 and 1898, there was a full height
window in the southern most bay of the east elevation. When the east entry addition was added, this
window was modified such at the lower eight foot rectangular section was relocated in the exterior wall
of the addition. The gothic pointed top portion of the window remained in its position in the original
church building. Refer to the Sanborn Maps on Page 11 of our original Facility Condition Report that
depict the Church prior to and after the additions were constructed.
Based on the fact that Kokomo Opalescent Glass was founded in 1888 and the two small additions
show up on the Sanborn Map of 1898, we can state with great confidence the windows at the former
Trinity Episcopal Church were created and installed between 1888 and 1898. In as clear of terms as
we can state, there is NO “early American” stained glass in this building.
The only other glass company that Studio Art & Glass felt could have manufactured the glass used in
the windows would be The Paul Wissmach Glass Company. Wissmach was founded in 1904,
therefore based on the date of the addition where the front east window was modified occurring
between 1892 and 1898, we can state with great confidence the windows at the former Trinity
Episcopal Church were created using glass manufactured by Kokomo Opalescent Glass.
Conclusion/Concerns
In reviewing the condition of the windows during this particular visit and discussing the condition of the
windows and the precarious situation for several of the windows, we are greatly concerned about the
survival of the windows. As Studio Art & Glass stated firmly to us during their review, the windows are
in an extreme state of deterioration and are in danger of falling out of their openings. The wood frames
seem to be solid and rot does not seem to be visually apparent.
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This leads our office to believe the masonry walls deterioration that has been stated in previous
reports from our office and several structural engineers is causing a good portion of the stress on
some of the windows. Having now been able to view the roof structure and noting that there is daylight
between the front (north) wall and the roof structure, we can deduce that the stresses being displayed
in the Long window are being caused by the movement of the masonry. The Alter West window is
about 2 inches out of line.
We are now greatly concerned about public safety. If the windows are to either fall or be pushed out of
their openings, they could endanger either individuals or property inside or outside of the building. The
windows need to be removed as soon as possible, not only to save them for restoration, but to protect
the public. While the windows may not fall out today or tomorrow or two years from now and there is
no method to determine when they could fail, we strongly recommend that the Family Abuse Shelter
take the necessary precautions to protect themselves and the public.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact my office.
Sincerely,

Patrick Hansford, NCARB, CSI, CDT
Ohio Registered Architect #9448
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